
INTELLO QUIZ
Questions n ° Bonne réponse

1 What percentage of people living in Montreux are Swiss? 53%

2 Which renewable energies does Energiapro offer? Biogas, solar energy and 
district heating

3
Dr Gab's classic range consists of 8 beers with coloured labels. What colour is the label 
on the non-alcoholic beer?

Purple

4 How many times has Pully hosted the start and finish of Run Mate by Core-Lean? 2

5 Which international federation is not in Lausanne? International Tennis 
Federation

6 How many people live in Préverenges? 5'216

7 At the next relay point, Fleur de Pains will provide your snack! What will it include?
Chouquettes - Cookies - 

Coconut Biscuits

8
In the past, a transport line linked Aubonne to Allaman and Gimel. What kind of 
transport was it?

A tramway

9
This is the first edition with Core Lean as a Title Partner. In what sector do they 
specialise?

Consulting firm specialising in 
team coaching

10 If Lake Geneva were empty, how long would it take to fill it? 17 years

11
Which up-and-coming musical star brought rock and roll to the community hall on 15 
February 1961?

Johnny Hallyday

12
In your runner's pack, Brio Maté have introduced 3 of their drinks, but how many 
different flavours do they offer in total?

7

13 The city of Versoix produces a gourmet product that is entirely local. What is it? Honey

14
To promote the agricultural products of the Geneva region, Genève Terroir supports the 
label that identifies the products at each stage of their transformation, from field to 
plate. What is the label?

Genève Région - Terre Avenir

15
The course for the 4th edition of Run Mate by Core-Lean was marked out by bike thanks 
to Miloo's electric bikes. Among the existing ranges, a new bike has just been 
introduced to make your daily life easier, which one?

Cargo

16
La Semeuse offers its iconic coffee and tea on your route. Apart from its aromas, what 
is special about La Semeuse coffee?

The geographical location of 
its roaster at 1000m altitude

17 Did the Swiss tramway pass through Veigy-Foncenex? Yes, in the early 20th century

18
Established in 1889, the Morand company offers products that embody the Valais and a 
long tradition of quality. The Bons Sirops Morand follow this same lineage, but where 
are they produced?

At the Martigny distillery

19 How many arrows and crosses are placed around the lake to indicate the route? 1700 arrows and 550 crosses

20
The natural sandy beach of Excenevex and its dune lakes are unique in Europe, 
alongside what other large European lake?

Lake Balaton in Hungary

21 What makes the hamlet of Séchex special? It is shared between Anthy and 
Margencel

22
The castle is located on the banks of Lake Geneva. The Dukes of Savoy who owned it 
used to feast there. It is the Castle of :

Ripaille

23 How many litres of evian mineral water are bottled every day in the local factory? 5 million

24
Our Charity Partner, the Dirk Müller Foundation, supports stroke research. How many 
people die of stroke each year?

13,7 million

25
SV Group will offer you their sports menu on arrival. Based in Zurich, how many people 
are employed in Switzerland?

4400

26 What is the emblematic fruit of the commune? Chestnut

27
Available on your finish to offer you a moment of relaxation, the Riviera-Chablais 
Hospital is spread over several sites in the cantons of Vaud and Valais. But how many 
sites does the Riviera-Chablais Hospital have?

5

28 From 6 to 11 December 1931, Villeneuve welcomed a famous guest. Who was it? Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi


